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Standard or not, Marco has a way of looking at metadata management
that is creative and original. Soon after creating his first solution, he
wrote some articles on metadata for an industry magazine; the pieces
generated such large responses that the magazine offered him a
monthly column. Since then, he has written two well-known books
and hundreds of articles and speaks frequently at conferences around
the world, including his company’s annual educational series.
Early on in his career, Marco added to his skills by returning to DePaul
to earn an MBA. “I always knew I wanted to own my own company.
I also knew that I didn’t have any understanding of how to do that,
so I wanted to get a graduate degree in marketing instead of computer
science,” he explains.

David Marco
President of EWSolutions and World’s Foremost Authority
on Meta Data Management
Quite simply, David Marco loves metadata management consulting—
creating “data about data” to enable large businesses and government
entities to organize mountains of data into useful information.
One of the world’s foremost authorities on metadata management,
Marco has created a company around metadata management, data
warehousing and enterprise information management consulting.

He and his company, EWSolutions, do not shirk gargantuan tasks—
they embrace them. For instance, when the FBI urgently needed to
reform its data management systems after the terrorist attacks of Sept.
11, 2001, EWSolutions was chosen for the task, which is ongoing and
has met each milestone “on time and on budget,” says Marco.
“Our company succeeds every time,” Marco says. “We have 100
percent project success.” Its extensive client list includes other
multiyear clients such as Mayo Clinic; BP; Healthcare Services Corp.
(BlueCross BlueShield); and The Defense Logistics Agency, a central
support agency for all branches of the U.S. military.
Marco, a self described “lifetime consultant,” began consulting
when he was still a junior at DePaul working on his computer science
degree. Later, out in the workplace, he ran into a data management
project that no one knew how to do and developed a solution. “People
knew that metadata existed and they knew it had power and they knew
it had value, but they didn’t know how to harness it. It isn’t mystical, it
isn’t a black box, it’s standard systems development,” he says.

“There are not a lot of hard and fast rules
in running a company. What you really
want to do is build culture, creativity
and decision-making processes.”
David Marco: President of EWSolutions

Marco values the kind of instruction he gained from his MBA
program, especially the opportunity to create his own solutions to
actual business challenges in the case studies his professors provided.
“There are not a lot of hard and fast rules in running a company. What
you really want to do is build culture, creativity and decision-making
processes,” he says.
He always has been able to see the big picture. “In the ’90s, lots of
people told me we should change focus to e-business. We didn’t. It
does not replace data warehousing or metadata management. It’s just
another distribution channel,” he says.
“We sell the fundamentals that make every major corporation work. It’s
not glamorous, but it’s the difference between success and failure. No
matter what happens in the market, you never get away from
understanding your data and managing it correctly,” says Marco.
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